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The cross-chain DeFi marketplace 
for locked & unvested tokens



Huge gains this cycle
are being made in presales

Investors access tokens in exchange 
for accepting lockups and vesting 
schedules lasting 6-48 months

Example presale terms



Investors make huge paper gains but 
cannot trade their tokens

Many tokens may not vest until the next 
bear market, wiping out gains



The solution:



We make tradeable vesting tokens the norm
By building free vesting tools for founders

(Our vesting contracts include built 
in infrastructure to support the 

secure transfer of un-vested tokens, 
while protecting founders) 



Why should 
vesting tokens 
be tradeable?

(They already are, OTC desks already 
exist, they just add risk and overhead 

and are relatively inflexible) 



Token owners can take profits early 

Buyers are able to access
tokens below market price

Presale price
$0.10 

Liquid market price
$38 

UNV-flow
Predicted price range



The market price of the underlying liquid asset is not disrupted

Teams still get the benefit of vesting schedules      New market efficiencies are unlocked

LOCKED TOKENS ARE A NEW ASSET CLASS



Our Products



COMPLETELY TRUSTLESS ON-CHAIN TRADING OF LOCKED TOKENS
FOR NEW PROJECTS AT IDO STAGE



The contract mints Liquid Vesting 
Tokens representing the rights to the 
original tokens, divided by instalment 
(eg. 3mth, 6mth) these are sent to 

investors and can be freely traded on 
their own market pairs

At TGE, a project owner sends 
their tokens to our audited 

contract, along with recipient 
addresses for their investors, 
and a few other vesting details

On maturity, the buyer 
holding the Liquid Vesting 
Tokens can redeem them 1:1 
for the original unlocked 

token via the Liquid 
Vesting contract



ON-CHAIN TRADING OF LOCKED TOKENS WRAPPED IN NFTs
FOR NEW PROJECTS AT IDO STAGE



Fully transferable locked token 
allocations with support for linear 
(block-by-block) vesting + flexible 

claim times.

Can be deployed with existing NFTs.



Liquid Lock Contract on Ethereum
& Binance Smart Chain



Liquid Locks allow existing/circulating projects
to raise capital and awareness
without dumping on their communities

Supports both Liquid Vesting Tokens and NFTs 

In April, Rally and Coinlist were able to sell $22M in RLY to 
over 40,000 new holders at a 30% markdown (to compensate for 
the RLY tokens being locked up for a 12-month linear release) 



UnVest mints tokens and NFTs 
representing the rights to 
these assets, these are sent 
to the Token owner and can be 

freely traded

Token owners sign over asset 
rights to Unvest, this happens 
off-chain with several methods 
for on-chain verification and 

due diligence

On maturity, the buyer 
holding the tokens or NFT 

can redeem them with 
Unvest and receive the 
underlying liquid asset  

Off-Chain



Concept UI  Subject to change

All Unvest tokens and NFTs, in one place

Marketplace



Audit & Engineering Support

James Rohloff
COO

Alan Soares
Full Stack Developer

Kiran Matthews
Founder & CEO

Arlen McCluskey
Lead UX Consultant

Alysson Bortoli
Full Stack Developer

Google, Airbnb, Dropbox, 
Segment, Xero

yearn.finance, Shyft, Bondly,
Yield, akash, DuckDAO

Microsoft, Vodafone, Symfony,
The Coca-Cola Company

Laybuy, Lion, FCB, Ogilvy Xero, Laybuy, Pushpay,
Apple Pay AU, MasterCard

Xero, Shell,
Chevron, Z Energy

Roland? Klaus Vidal
Lead Solidity Developer

Developed Prettier Solidity - 
used by Uniswap and more.

Crypto Media
Marketing & PR
Co-Founders are

strategic investors



Token
UNLOCKS ALL ECOSYSTEM REVENUE GENERATED BY UNVEST PRODUCTS



Max Supply

Initial market
cap at launch

$0.0125

$0.0125

$0.0225

$0.028

Angel

Seed

Private

Launchpad/Listing

1B  

$799k
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